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Abstract
Topologicalmagnetic textures—like skyrmions—aremajor players in the design of next-generation
magnetic storage technology due to their stability and the control of theirmotion by ultra-low
currents. Amajor challenge to develop new skyrmion-based technologies is the controlled creation of
magnetic skyrmions without the need of complex setups.We showhow to create skyrmions and other
magnetic textures in ferromagnetic thinfilms bymeans of a homogeneousDC current andwithout
requiringDzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactions. This is possible by exploiting a static loss of stability
arising from the interplay of current-induced spin-transfer-torque and a spatially inhomogeneous
magnetization, which can be achieved, e.g., by locally engineering the anisotropy, themagnetic field,
or othermagnetic interactions. Themagnetic textures are created controllably and efficiently with a
period that can be tuned by the applied current strength.We propose a specific experimental setup
realizable with simplematerials, such as cobalt basedmaterials, to observe the periodic formation of
skyrmions.We show that adding chiral interactions will not influence the basics of the generations but
the consequent dynamics w.r.t. the stabilization of topological textures. Ourfindings allow for
skyrmion production on demand in simple ferromagnetic thinfilms by homogeneousDC currents.

1. Introduction

Technologies based on spintronics have become integral parts of ourworld. Currentmass-marketmagnetic
memory technologies primarily rely on spintronic devices that couple to themagnetic fields created by domains,
which brings inherent limits in storage density and speed. The next-generation, high-performancemagnetic
memory devices rely on the ability to efficiently and controllably create andmanipulatemagnetic textures by
purely electricalmeans.Magnetic storage devices based on the racetrackmemory idea, where traditionally the
information is encoded viamagnetic domainwalls, has been proposed as a design of ultra-dense, low-cost and
low-power storage technologies [1]. However, several difficulties arise to efficiently control the domainwalls:
(i) large current densities are needed tomove them; (ii)nanowires of high quality are required as edge roughness
willmodify the shape of the domainwalls or even destroy them; (iii) the spacing between twomagnetic domains
can hardly be reduced below about 30 nm [2]; and (iv) longterm thermal stability.

Many challenges related to the structure of the domainwallsmight be overcome by realizing racetrack
memory devices based onmagnetic skyrmions [2–5]. Theywere observed for thefirst time in 2009 [6] and
theoretically discussed alreadymore than 25 years ago [7–9]. Since 2009 skyrmions have been detected in various
bulkmaterials [10–12] and thin films [13–20]. They have also been shown to be stable up to room temperature,
and skyrmions occur in different sizes. Skyrmions are particularly interesting for device relevant systems due to
their special properties: (i) skyrmions are particle like and are usually repelled by smooth boundaries, so they do
not touch the edges of the sample as domainwalls always do; (ii) they are topologically non-trivial and therefore
more stable than othermagnetic textures; (iii) they can be efficientlymanipulated by ultra-low electric currents
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[21–26], much smaller than the currents needed tomove domainwalls inmagnetic wires; and (iv) the spacing
between bits could be of the order of the skyrmion diameter, which allows for amuch denser storage compared
to domainwalls [2].

To efficiently build high-performance skyrmion-based devices a reliable and controllable way to create
skyrmions is needed. So far several techniques to obtain single skyrmions have been proposed [18, 27–39].
However,most of them either require specialized setups or artificially tuned parameters. One recent example is
the use of an inhomogeneous current distribution coupled to a chiral Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI)
[30]. This set-up provides a rather uncontrolled skyrmion sourcewhere the skyrmion creation is a ‘random
process’ similar to bubble creation in hydrodynamics. Furthermore,most of the theoretical studies of the
dynamics [34, 40–52] and creation [35, 39, 53, 54] of these spin textures imply or assume that the presence of a
twistingmicroscopic interactions, such asDMI, is required for their creation.

Here we present amechanism to periodically producemagnetic textures in simple thinfilm geometries by
means of a homogeneousDCcurrent and a spatially inhomogeneousmagnetizationwithout requiring any
standard ‘twisting’ interactions. To propose a concrete setupwe consider an experimentally realizable pinning
center, that creates themagnetic inhomogeneity, see figure 1. Themagnetic textures can be created efficiently
and controllably, as illustrated infigure 2. Thismechanism relies physically on a local static loss of stability
created by the combined interaction of current-induced spin-transfer torque and the pinning center leading to a
bifurcation into a spatio-temporal period pattern. It is similar to our recent work in one dimension leading to
current induced domainwall production [55], however in the two-dimensional case the situation is farmore
complex.We demonstrate that it is possible to use thismechanism to create skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs. The
inclusion ofDMI plays nomajor role in their creation process but does affect the subsequent dynamics of the
magnetic textures and in particular ultimately stabilize onemember of the pair with the preferred chirality. A
recent theoretical study focusing primarily on systemswithDMI [56] has also demonstrated the creation of
skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs, also verifying this in the absence ofDMI.

This paper is structured as follows: first we provide a simple physical picture of the skyrmion formation. As
an example, we explicitly describe an experimental setup inwhichwe predict that skyrmions can be produced
via a homogeneousDC current. Thenwe discuss ourmain analytical and numerical results. In particular, we
consider skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair production and their time evolution and discuss the option of a pulse-
operationmode of the device.Wefirst analyze the creation process in a setupwithoutDMI and later on include
chiral interactions to study the different time evolution of the created textures. At the endwe discuss our results
and allude to experiments thatmight have already observed the creationmechanismproposed in this paper.

2. Physical picture ofmagnetic texture formation byDC currents

As it follows from the analytics section described below, aDC current is able to producemagnetic textures once
there is amagnetic inhomogeneity in the system. To study a concrete and reproducible example, we focus on the
setup illustrated infigure 1, consisting of ametallic ferromagnetic filmwith a perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy
where in a small region of themagnetic film themagnetization is tilted. In this workwe realize this tilting by a
change in themagnetocrystalline anisotropywhich acts as a pinning center.We then apply aDC current in an in-
plane direction.

The physical picture of the newly introducedmechanism for topologicalmagnetic texture formation is as
follows: (i)when ramping up the current strength the currentmodifies themagnetization structure around the
pinning center such that the area, where themagnetization is nonuniform, becomes elongated; (ii) the shape and

Figure 1. Schematic experimental setupwith perpendicular out-of-plane anisotropy in a bilayer thin-film structure, where the
anisotropy ismodified in a small area via locallymodifying the top layer.
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size of the area of the nonuniformmagnetization depends on the strength of the current andmicroscopic details
of the sample.However, since the current couples to the spatial gradient of themagnetization, it actsmainly on
themagnetization in the nonuniform area, i.e., near the pinning center; (iii) increasing the current density
further, above a critical current density jc, the local staticmagnetic texture becomes unstable and the current-
induced spin-transfer-torque pushes away the nucleated texture and effectively shed it from the pinning center;
(iv) the vicinity of the pinning center is then somewhat restored to its initial state, and the process can restart,
leading to a periodic shedding process if the current is kept constant above jc. Herewewould like to stress that
the current density abovewhich the ferromagnetic ground state becomes unstable is higher than the current
densities used to obtain the shedding [55, 61, 62].

The above statements (i) can be deduced from the analytics part presented in section 4, (ii) are analogous to
the one dimensional case [55, 62], and (iii) can be deduced fromamore general perspective fromhydrodynamic
theory [63]. However what remains unclear from those general arguments is how these sheddedmagnetic
textures look like. To this endwe have performedmicromagneticsimulations andwefind that different
magnetic textures can be shedded (see Supplementarymaterial is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/19/
092001/mmedia.). In particular, for currents slightly above jc and a small enough pinning center it is possible to
periodically shed skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs.

In the process described above, no twisting interaction is needed. The addition ofDMIwould not aid or
hinder the periodic creation process ofmagnetic textures, but will of course be necessary in a different region of
the device to insure long term stability of stored skyrmions, see section 5.2. It is important to emphasize that the
newly introduced periodic texture productionmechanism is a generic and ubiquitous process: neither the
directions of the anisotropies nor the details of how it is locally altered in strength or orientation at the pinning
center are crucial. However, in order to demonstrate the practical feasibility of the proposed genericmechanism,
we have specified an experimental setup based onCoCrPt thin films [57–60] to observe the formation of
skyrmions by uniformDC currents in common ferromagneticmaterials, as shown infigure 1. Locallymodifying
the top layer in a small regionmight reduce the out-of-plane anisotropy leading to an in-plane tilting of the
magnetizationwithin this region, as a practical implementation of the required local pinning center.

Figure 2.Main results frommicromagnetic simulations for the setupoffigure 1wherewehave chosenmaterial parameters similar to
CoCrPt thinfilms: [57–60] = ´ -M 3 10 A ms

5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex
11 1, = ´ -K 8 10 J mu

4 3, =K 0u
p and = ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu

p 3 3

inside thepinning area (indicatedby yellowcircle)whichhas a radius of 50 nm, andGilbert dampingof a = 0.05, and b = 0. The applied
current density is ´ -5 10 A m12 2. (a)Close-up viewof the initialmagnetization configuration close to thepinning center. The color code
indicates themz-component,while the arrows visualize the in-plane component of themagnetization. (b)Snapshot of the time evolution
under an appliedDCcurrent at =t 5.48 ns. The skyrmion/antiskyrmionpair exists over a long lengthof theorderof amicrometer. The
cyan andmagenta boxes indicates regionswherewe calculate thewindingnumberof each topological object. (c)Windingnumberof the
topological objects as functionof time computedover the regions indicatedby thebox regions inpanel (b). (d)Power spectrumof the
Fourier transformof thewindingnumber (blue data) andfit (red line)of the peaks up to secondharmonic (indicatedbydashedgray lines)
with a shedding frequencyof »f 0.68 GHzshed .
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3.Model formagnetization dynamics

Todescribe the current-inducedmagnetization dynamics of the considered ferromagnetic thin filmwe use the
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation for the unit vector field M̂ [64] generalized to include spin-torque effects due
to the electric current:

g a
b
a

¶ + ¶ = - ´ + ´ ¶ + ¶⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )M M B M Mv v , 1t x t xs eff s

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, andα andβ are the dimensionless Gilbert damping and non-adiabatic spin-
transfer-torque parameters. The effectivemagnetic field is given by d d= - - ( [ ˆ ] ˆ )B M MM Feff s

1 , where [ ˆ ]MF
describes the free energy of the system andMs is the saturationmagnetization.We decompose the free energy F
into two parts = +F F F0 twist where F0 consists of isotropic exchange, anisotropy term and dipolar interactions:

ò
m

=  + P -
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥[ ˆ ] ( ˆ ) ( ˆ ) ˆ · ( ˆ ) ( )M M M M H MF A M V

2
d , 2d0 ex

2 0
s

where Aex is the exchange constant, P( ˆ )M describes the functional formof the anisotropy energy and the last
termdescribes the dipolar interactions. Ftwist describes a twisting interaction likeDMI, whichwe set to zero in
thefirst part of the numerics. Therebywe show that such a twisting term is not crucial for the creation of the
magnetic textures. In the latter part of the numerics we do, however, explicitly consider different twisting terms
The applied uniformDC current along the x direction enters the equation via the effective spin velocity, x=v js

with x m= ( )gP eM2B s , where g is the g-factor, P is the current polarization, mB is the Bohrmagneton, e is the
electron charge, and j is the current.

4. Results: analytics

In this sectionwedemonstrate the general aspects of this new typeofmagnetic textureproduction in thinfilms.We
showbelow that spin textures are periodically created above a critical current jc,with aperiod ~ - -( )T j jc

1 2. This
periodic texture production is quite general anddoesnot dependon thedetails of themicroscopicHamiltonian for a
large class ofmagnetic systems.However, the details of the process, such as the value of the critical current jc or the
prefactor of theperiodic scaling, dodependon themicroscopic details of theHamiltonian.Recentlywehave analyzed
the samemechanism for one-dimensional nano-wires [55],where apinning center leads to current-inducedperiodic
domainwall production.Theone-dimensional problem is analytically solvable including the calculationof the shape
of the emergingmagnetic textureof thedomainwall,whereas the situation in twodimensions is farmore complex.
Analytically it is still possible toderive the sheddingperiodbasedongeneralized arguments as shownbelow.By
general topology arguments one can infer that thewindingnumberduring the creationprocess is conserved, but the
precise shapeof theproducedmagnetic textures cannot be calculated analytically.

The only assumptions that enter our analytical calculations are that (i) themagnetic free energy density of the
system is translationally invariant outside the pinning area, and (ii) that we neglect the non-adiabatic spin-
transfer torque term. The critical scaling related to the type of instabilitymay be transformed by non-adiabatic
corrections, but the general finding of periodic production of spin textures byDC currents is expected to remain
valid. Belowwe discuss themain analytical strategy and findings, whereas a full derivation of our analytical
results can be found in the supplementarymaterial (see footnote 4).

The critical current density is defined by the instancewhen themagnetic texture is about to rip off. Because
the current density couples to the gradient of themagnetization via the spin-transfer torque, the critical current
density is defined by the gradient of themagnetization profile at the pinning center going to zero:

¶ = =ˆ ( ) ( )M rj ; 0 0, 3x c c

where ˆ ( )M rc is themagnetization profile obtained by solving the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation for a current
density jc. A sketch of themagnetization profile for different current strengths is shown infigure 3.

Theperiod atwhichmagnetic textures are created is derivedby combining twocrucial arguments: one arises from
the ‘just still static limit’ ( j j0 c) and theother one fromthe ‘just dynamic limit’ ( j jc). For thefirst one, the crucial
point tonote is that at a current j0 slightly smaller than the critical current ( j j0 c) themagnetizationprofilewill not

differ toomuch fromthe critical onebesides being shiftedby a small distancex0: dº - +ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆM r M r e Mxc x0 0 .
Solving theLLG in the static limitwith this ansatz yields

- ~ ( )j j x . 4c 0 0
2

This equation establishes the relation between the spatial shift of the critical solution, x0, and the current j0. As a
checkwe note that (i) for =x 00 , j0 and the critical current jc coincide, and that (ii) the difference -j jc 0 is
second order in x0, as expected fromperturbation theory arguments.
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For currents just larger than the critical current jc, the static solutions are unstable. Therefore, to obtain
information about the dynamics of themagnetization configuration, a justified ansatz for themagnetization
at an applied current j is a sumof M0 (with a time dependent shift x0) and a small perturbation: =( )M r t,

+( ( )) ( )M r m rx t t; ,0 0 . Here, ( )M r0 is the staticmagnetization configuration for the shift x0 which can be
parameterized by a current j0 using equation (4). For this ansatz, the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation has a
direct solutionwith ºm 0 and

¶ = - ( )x j j , 5t 0 0

implying that the velocity of themagnetic texture is proportional to the applied current.
Solving equation (4) for j0 and inserting it in equation (5) yields the period of themagnetic texture formation:

~ - -( ) ( )T j j . 6c
1 2

5. Results: numerics

Wehave performedmicromagnetic simulationswith various setups and various configurations, using both
MicroMagnum [65] including additional self-written software extensions as well asMuMax3 [66]. For details
and parameters used see theMethods section (section 8) and for a summary table of the parameters see the
supplementarymaterial (see footnote 4). In thefirst part we focus on the periodic texture formation, in
particular on the skyrmion and anti-skyrmion creation itself and try to isolate themechanism to show thatDMI
is not important for their creation.We analyze the shedding and the time evolution. After that we consider the
shedding process in the presence of the generalized anisotropicDMI [67, 68]which after the skyrmion and
antiskyrmion pairs are created, support the stabilization of the skyrmion or the antiskyrmion, depending on the
details and the signs of the entries of theDMI tensor, respectively.

In the followingwewill present our simulation results for aDC current which is ramped up to a constant
value above jc, wherewe have used the following formof the anisotropy term:

P =
-

- + -

⎪

⎪

⎧
⎨
⎩( ˆ )

( )
( ) ˜ ( )

( )M
K M

K M K M

1 , for the film,

1 1 , in the pinning center.
7

u z

u z u x

2

p 2 p 2

Weassume that in the pinning center the anisotropy strength Ku
p is reduced, i.e., <K Ku u

p , such that the
corresponding effective anisotropy in the ultrathin film limit induced by the dipolar interactions
( m= - ( )K K M2eff 0 s

2) is positive (negative) forKu (Ku
p). This effectively leads to a tilting of themagnetic

texture into the planewithin the pinning region. Since in a realmaterial there is always a small uniaxial
anisotropy also in an in-plane direction, we have taken a small rotational symmetry breaking term into account,
tilting themagnetic texture along x direction. This corresponds for example to the setup depicted schematically
infigure 1.

In the supplementarymaterial we present additional results: (i) for simulations evenwithout dipolar
interactions, inwhich a skyrmion and an antiskyrmion are energetically fully equivalent wherefore the creation
and decay process for skyrmions and antiskyrmions is fully symmetric; (ii) for the creation of differentmagnetic
textures; and (iii) a pulse operationmode of the ‘device’.

Figure 3. Schematic plot for which the local pinning direction is along the x direction, and the global pinning direction is along the z
direction, i.e., = =( )M x 0 1x for all current strengths. At the critical current all derivatives at x=0 are zero.
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5.1. Numerics withoutDMI
A typical relaxedmagnetization configuration is shown infigure 2(a). In the continuous operationmode, aDC
current above the critical one can generate periodically spin textures. For a large set of parameters these spin
textures evolve into skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs. A typical snapshot for the time evolution of the
magnetization under a (continuous)DCcurrent is presented infigure 2(b). To establish the topological nature of
the skyrmion and antiskyrmionwe have calculated as a function of time thewinding numbers over spatial
regions indicated by the boxes in cyan andmagenta. The results presented in panel (c) clearly show a period
creation of skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs withwinding numbers±1. The shedding frequency for the simulated
material structurewith applied current density of ´ -5 10 A m12 2 can be extracted from the power spectrumof
the Fourier transformed data, w » 0.68 GHzshed corresponding to a shedding period of approximately »Tshed

1.47 ns (see panel (d)). For this setup, we have used = ´ -M 3 10 A ms
5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex

11 1, = ´K 8u
-10 J m4 3, =K 0u

p and = ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu
p 3 3 inside the pinning areawhich has a radius of 50 nm, andGilbert

damping of a = 0.05, and b = 0.More information on the numerical part can be found in theMethods
section, section 8.

5.1.1. Shedding of skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs
For currents less than the critical current, themagnetic texture around the pinning center elongates until above
the critical current it breaks off and afirst skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair is formed, which travels along the
magnetic film. The details of the shedding process are shown infigure 4, wherewe show the profiles of the
pinning center up to 0.65 ns. The observation that the created topological texture comes in a pair with opposite
topological charge reflects the fact that during the creation process the topological charge is conserved, with
initial configuration having no topological charge.

5.1.2. Time-evolution of a skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair
The skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair begins tomove away from the pinning center andwe observe in our
simulations that the distance between the anti-skyrmion and skyrmion increases at a rate proportional toα as
expected (with b = 0 in our simulations). The evolution of the pair has an oscillatory character related to the
fact that, in equilibrium, the individual structures are not stable. This is shown in detail infigure 5. The
dynamical stabilization due to the current leads to the global continuous precession of all spins around the z axis.
This results in the skyrmion (lowermagnetic texture) oscillating continuously betweenNéel and Bloch
skyrmion type and between negative and positive chirality, as discussed in [31], and to the anti-skyrmion (upper
magnetic texture) rotating its orientation counterclockwise. For themodeled setupwe obtain an oscillation
frequency of » »f 1 0.34 ns 2.9 GHzosc being about four times faster than the shedding frequency. This
oscillatory behavior does depend on the details of the specific sample and therefore we do not explore it further,
since it does not affect the production or control of the texture in the considered time and length scale.

Figure 4.Details of the shedding process of the time evolution of a skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair shown infigure 2. Shown is the z
component as a color code, and the arrows visualize the in-plane components. For this setup, we use the same parameters as in
figure 2: = ´ -M 3 10 A ms

5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex
11 1, = ´ -K 8 10 J mu

4 3, =K 0u
p and = ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu

p 3 3 inside the pinning
area which has a radius of 50 nm,Gilbert damping of a = 0.05, and b = 0. The applied current density is ´ -5 10 A m12 2.
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5.1.3. Decay ofmagnetic textures
In presence of a non-zeroGilbert damping, the created topological textures which are dynamical solitons
[31, 69], progressively decay (their radius shrinks) at a rate proportional toα. Theywill ultimately collapse in a
finite time due to imperfect topological protection on a lattice, unless they reach an areawith non zero chiral
interaction at which place either the skyrmion or the antiskyrmion ismeta-stable allowing for longer term
storage.

In the presented examples the skyrmion and anti-skyrmion do not decay at the same time. In the presence of
dipolar interactions, which do not break the rotational symmetry, a skyrmion is energetically favored compared
to the antiskyrmion, resulting in principle in a slightly larger life time.However, the shedding process itself, the
oscillation of themagnetic textures, as well as their decay create a non-negligible amount of spinwaves, which in
turn influence the time evolution of themagnetic textures in the system. Therefore, a complete understanding of
a certain decay process does depend on the history of the system. In ourmicromagnetic simulationswe indeed
observe instances where either the skyrmion or the antiskyrmion decaysfirst as can be seen infigure 6, where the
top and bottom row are taken from the same simulation just at different times. In the supplementarymaterial
(see footnote 4)we consider also a systemwithout dipolar interactions where neither skyrmion nor
antiskyrmion are favored andwe observe that they decay at the same time.

5.2. Numerics with anisotropicDMI
The simulations presented abovewere intentionally performedwithout chiral interactions to explore the
creationmechanism. For the stabilization of chiralmagnetic textures, however, an inversion asymmetric
interaction is needed. In the following, we consider the creationmechanism in the presence of anisotropicNéel
DMI: [67, 68]

ò=
¶
¶

-
¶
¶

+
¶
¶

-
¶

¶
⎜ ⎟

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )F D M

M

x
M

M

x
D M

M

y
M

M

y
Vd . 8x

z
z

x
y

z
z

y
twist 1 2

For = =D D D1 2 , the twisting energy Ftwist describes the standardNéelDMI [70] favouringmagnetic
skyrmions. For = +( )D Dsign 11 2 a skyrmion like configuration is still energeticallymore favorable, whereas
for = -( )D Dsign 11 2 an antiskyrmion like configurationwill have a lower energy compared to a skyrmion like
texture [67, 68]. Anti-skyrmions have been studied, but until recently they have often been considered as
unstable objects [51].More recent works show that anti-skyrmions can also occur as (meta-)stable states
[67, 68, 71].

Simulation results with anisotropicDMI are shown infigure 7.Here, skyrmion and anti-skyrmion pairs are
created as previously, however, the time evolution for the pairs is now influenced by theDMI. In the upper
(lower) row infigure 7we considered aDMIwith = ´ -D 5 10 J m1

4 2 and = D D2 1, which optimally favor a
symmetric skyrmion (antiskyrmion).

Figure 5.Detailed time evolution of a skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair in time steps of 0.05 ns. The skyrmion (lower configuration)
oscillates continuously in time from aBloch to aNéel skyrmion and frompositive to negative chirality [31]. Here all spins globally
rotate counterclockwise in time. The same applies for the antiskyrmion (upper configuration), leading to a continuous
counterclockwise rotation of the red line (serving as guide to the eye) at which the spins are pointing away from the center of the
antiskyrmion. The oscillation frequency is » »f 1 0.34 ns 2.9 GHzosc . The dashed yellow lines visualize the drift in opposite
directions in y direction due to oppositeMagnus forces for skyrmion and antiskyrmion. For this setup, we used the same parameters
as infigure 2: = ´ -M 3 10 A ms

5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex
11 1, = ´ -K 8 10 J mu

4 3, =K 0u
p and = ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu

p 3 3 inside the
pinning areawhich has a radius of 50 nm, andGilbert damping of a = 0.05, and b = 0. Applied current is ´ -5 10 A m12 2.
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6.Discussion

The process that we have described is an alternative way to controllably produce skyrmions and also
antiskyrmions periodically.Whereas the process itself is quite general given a set of simple restrictions (a pinned
magnetic inhomogeneity in the system caused by, for example, a local change in the anisotropy), the specific
values of the critical current are set by thematerial properties. For the examples chosen the current densities are
typical of the spin-transfer torque process. Although this implies the need for large current densities, leading to
possible Joule heating, this heating can bemitigated experimentally by applying pulses, see supplementary
material (see footnote 4). Such heating does not alter the general conclusions and just renormalizes some of the
material-dependent parameters.

The incorporation of a twisting interaction like (anisotropic)DMI is not essential for the physics of the
skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair creation process described here. It affects the value of the critical current and the
shape of textures generated. In addition it helps towards a stabilization for the created (anti-)skyrmion texture in
the static case. Hence, there is no contradictionwith theDerrick–Hobart theorem [72, 73] that states that there is
no nontrivial localized static solution for skyrmionwithout chiral interactions. In our process, whichwe believe

Figure 6. Snapshot of the time evolution of a skyrmion/antiskyrmion pair where in the upper panel (a) (lower panel (b)) the
antiskyrmion (skyrmion) decays faster than the skyrmion (antiskyrmion) due to interactions with spinwaves generated by previous
skyrmion/antiskyrmion pairs. Note that the top and bottompanel are taken from the same simulation, but fromdifferent pairs
created at different times. The event shown in panel (b) occurs aboutD =t 3 ns later. Furthermore, the two events are not fully
symmetric and do depend on the history of the system. For this setup, we used the same parameters as in figure 2: = ´M 3s

-10 A m5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex
11 1, = ´ -K 8 10 J mu

4 3, =K 0u
p and = ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu

p 3 3 inside the pinning areawhich
has a radius of 50 nm, andGilbert damping of a = 0.05, and b = 0. Applied current is ´ -5 10 A m12 2.

Figure 7.Upper row: time evolution for = = ´ -D D 5 10 J m1 2
4 2 corresponding to theDCcurrent density = ´ -j 3.25 10 A m12 2.

Again there is a productionof skyrmion/antiskyrmionpairs, however during time evolution the skyrmion texture is preferred. Lower
row: time evolution for = - = ´ -D D 5 10 J m1 2

4 2. Here, in contrast tonormalDMI, the anti-skyrmion texture is preferred by the
anti-DMI.
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is similar to the one obtained in [56], dynamic skyrmions and antiskyrmions are being produced, and could be
stabilized at a later stage in regionswith non zero (anisotropic)DMI.

In prior studies, several techniques to obtain single skyrmions have been proposed [18, 27–33]. However,
most of them either require specialized setups or artificially tuned parameters. One recent example is the use of
an inhomogeneous current distribution in the presence ofDMI [30]. It is also possible to createmagnetic
skyrmions by an electric current in a sample with a suitable kink subject toDM interactions due to the
divergence of themagnetization in the corner [41]. In particular, here the authors observe an asymmetry in the
current,meaning that they do not create skyrmionswhen the current isflowing in the opposite direction. Recent
numerical simulation studies show that a skyrmion can be created by the local injection of a spin-polarized
current perpendicular to the plane [31, 74]. In [31] the authors also produce skyrmions in a setupwithoutDMI,
however they require a specialized setupwith a nanocontact and the process is not connected to the periodic
shedding created by the interaction between the current and the locallymodified anisotropy aswe propose here.

While these processes will be explored in the near future by experimental groups in search for efficient ways
of controllably creating skyrmions, we propose amore generalmethod that is applicable to systems readily
available to awider group of experimentalist.

We believe that the creation process discussed here has already been observed in recent experiment in variant
setups, e.g., an injection of skyrmions is byDC current pulses [35–37, 39]. In [35] the authors report a nucleation
of skyrmionswith a current pulse at the tip of a needle-like current injecting electrode.Here, theOerstedfield
near the tipmay act as a dynamically defined pinning center similar towhat we consider here. In [36], we
speculate that the grains in the sample are responsible for creating local inhomogeneities in themagnetization,
i.e., induce pinning centers.When aDC current is applied, at those points skyrmion and anti-skyrmion pairs
will be created.

In [39] the authors use sub-nanosecond spin-orbit torque pulses to generate single skyrmions based on the
concept of having a reduced anisotropy in a certain region of the sample, as we propose in ourwork.

Since in all of these works [35–37]DMI is present in the considered systems, the antiskyrmionswill die
quickly on timescales that are not in the experimental accessible range in themeasurement setup that have been
reported so far.

To experimentally verify our predictionwe suggest the following: (i) one of the key aspects of ourmechanism
is that it generates a periodic shedding ofmagnetic textures with a period that can be tuned by current strength,
when applying aDC current. In the abovementioned experiments, current pulses have been applied.When
increasing the length of the current pulses towards having effectively aDC current, itmight be possible to
measure the current dependent period. (ii)The other key aspect in our theory is themagnetic inhomogeneity. By
increase locally the inhomogeneities at a certain point of the samplewe predict that skyrmions can be produced
in this region alreadywith lower current densities. Examples to do sowould be to have a small area where the
sample is thinner or thicker. Alternatively, one can put amagnetic impurity into the systembut the effect of the
magnetic impuritymay be harder to control.

7. Conclusions

In this workwe have demonstrated that it is possible to createmagnetic textures by uniformDC electric currents
without the need of amagnetic field or any standard ‘twisting’ interactions likeDzyaloshinskii–Moriya.We have
shown that skyrmion and antiskyrmion pairs can be created efficiently, controllably and periodically where the
period can be tuned by the applied current strength.We analytically derived, that in the limit of vanishing non-
adiabatic torque, the periodT of production near the critical current has a dependence ~ - -( )T j jc

1 2, arising
fromquite general grounds based on simple symmetry consideration of the governing dynamic equations. In
principle, within a pulse operationmode skyrmions can be produced on demand. This provides a new avenue to
study the creation of topologicalmagnetic textures by electricmeans in simple geometries. AddingDMI helps to
stabilizemagnetic skyrmions.

8.Micromagnetic simulations

Micromagnetic simulationswereperformedbasedonMicroMagnum [65] including additional self-written software
extensions andMuMax3 [66]. In the simulations shown in this articlewehave simulated aquasi-two-dimensional
thinfilmwith lateral dimensions m m´ ´2 m 1 m 1 nm consisting of ´ ´1000 500 1 cells inx, y, and z
direction, respectively,which corresponds todiscretization lengthof 2 nm in x and ydirections and1 nm in z
direction. For theplots shown in thismanuscriptwehave chosenmaterial parameters similar toCoCrPt thinfilms
withperpendicularmagnetic anisotropy: [57–60] = ´ -M 3 10 A ms

5 1, = ´ - -A 2 10 J mex
11 1, andout-of-plane

anisotropy = ´ -K 2 10 J mu
4 3 with anisotropy energy functionalP = -( )M M1 z

2. Thepinning center is
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modeled as a cylinder along zdirectionwith a radiusof 50 nm and reduced anisotropy =K 0u in zdirection, but
= ´ -K̃ 1 10 J mu

p 3 3 in xdirectionbreaking the in-plane rotational symmetry.
Before applying anyDC currents we havefirst relaxed the system to the ground state using a large Gilbert

damping parameter of a = 0.25. Subsequent simulationswere performedwith a = 0.05, except when noted
otherwise. In all simulations we have set the non-adiabatic spin-torque parameter to zero, b = 0.We have
checked that the results are independent of the grid sizes.

Our simulationswere performed at zero temperature.We expect that themechanismof sheddingmagnetic
textures will be robust against thermalfluctuations [31] and the qualitative picturewill of the creation
mechanismwill not change as (i) the energy scale corresponding to the thermal fluctuations are expected to be
smaller than the ones from the current [75], and (ii) thermal effects are isotropic. However, we do expect that the
subsequent dynamics of the sheddedmagnetic textures will be affected by thermal fluctuations. In particular the
accompanied emission ofmagnonswill cause the sheddedmagnetic textures to interact with themselves and the
boundaries of the sample.
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